with deepest tension in our federalism. It is a sign of our advance that today they do not often kindle conflict of this kind. Whatever view is held as to the proper scope of federal activity, no major challenge will be offered to the proposition that the federal law must be supreme within its sphere. We have, in short, perceived that the right focus of the problem of federal-state relationships is substantive, not adjective. There is an ever-present issue as to how much can or should be ordered or attempted by the federal authority. There is no issue on the point that what the federal law affirms-the powers, rights, or duties grounded in its sanction-must be sustained with reasonable efficiency. Thus Congress has at least one stable measure for assessing the sufficiency of juridictional determinants: they must provide an adequate machinery for vindication of the federal law.
It does not follow from acceptance of this principle that every case that has a federal ingredient must be drawn to an initial federal forum. The alternative remains to let such cases take their course with others through the state procedures, subject to review by the Supreme Court if claims asserted under federal law have been denied. This method has the virtue of preserving for final resolution by state agencies any issues in the case that turn upon state law; the more numerous or weightier such state ingredients, the more important it may be to have them first determined by state courts. Initial state adjudication also tends, however, to give the states the final voice on any federal questions, for review by the Supreme Court, even when the parties can afford to seek it, can never function on a quantitative basis. It is and ought to be confined to cases of the most pervasive import, selected very largely in the discretion of the Court. The problem is, therefore, to determine' when relatively final state determination involves least risk of error upon federal matters, or when such risk as it involves is counterbalanced by the disadvantages of an original jurisdiction in the federal courts. Beyond this lies the special problem of diversity jurisdiction, involving federal adjudication of cases that have only state ingredients and thus present in the most aggravated form the danger that the national tribunals may misapply state law.
It is, of course, to state the issues in the broadest terms to put the problems in this way. No formulae for jurisdiction can reflect with full resiliency the complicated values of our federalism. There is no perfect separation between factors that are relevant to jurisdiction and those that should have bearing only on the manner of its exercise. However well devised the general standards, correctives will be needed in particular situations that are not readily articulated in a statutory rule. But the sum of federal adjudication should represent as prudent use as we can make of the important national resources represented by the federal courts. To what extent is this accomplished by the present statutes and how will it be furthered by the draft?
We need not pause upon provisions dealing with appellate jurisdiction. The Judges' Bill gave the solution for the Supreme Court and, though its language has been modified, the substance is not altered by the draft.' The problems of the circuit courts pose narrow issues, of which the final-judgment rule suggests a prime example; 10 changes in this area are rightly left to the initiative of the Judicial Conference, well equipped to see the situation as a whole. The focus of congressional attention ought to be the lower courts. The jurisdiction and authority conferred on them are the debatable determinants of the uses of the federal courts.
II THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AS LITIGANT
There is the smallest question as to jurisdiction in the largest category of cases that receive initial federal determination: those where the United States or any of its agencies is party to the litigation. Criminal prosecutions under federal statutes should certainly be instituted only in a federal court, within the range of the protections granted by the Bill of Rights. When civil redress is open to the Government, it should be free to seek it in a court of the United States, though there are situations where the litigating officers may well prefer to seek the remedy in state courts. To the extent that relief can be awarded against the United States or agents of the Government, its propriety and measure are quite plainly the prime business of a national court. In all these cases the law to be applied is normally exclusively federal. Even when there are state questions, the impact of state law upon the interests represented by the Government is the subject of a national concern.
Responsive to considerations of this order, existing law provides exclusive jurisdiction in the district courts of "all crimes and offenses cognizable by the United States," and opens those courts to all civil actions "brought by the United States, or by any officer thereof authorized by law to sue." The draft attempts no change of substance in this area. 1 Nor does it purport to alter the prevailing situation with 
(1927).
Provisions on the composition of the Supreme Court are: § §i-6, 42; on court officers and employees, § §67i-676; on rule-making authority, § §2071-2o73. The bill retains the present rule that six justices are required for a quorum ( §i) and provides ( §2io9) that when a qualified quorum is unavailable in a case on direct appeal from a district court, the Chief Justice "may order it remitted to the court of appeals for the circuit including the district in which the case arose, to be heard and determined by that court either sitting in banc or specially constituted and composed of the three circuit judges senior in commission who are able to sit, as such order may direct." In other cases which lack a quorum, "if a majority of the qualified justices shall be of opinion that the case cannot be heard and determined at the next ensuing term," the bill requires an order of affirmance as in cases of equal division. These provisions build in part on special Congressional precedent. See 58 STAT. 272 (1944) , 49 U. S. C. §45 (Supp. 1946) . They pose none the less the question why decision by a Supreme Court of five justices is not preferable to final determination by a circuit court of three, or to no federal adjudication at all. "The clause providing jurisdiction in criminal cases is, however, transferred from Title 28 to the pending revision of Tide 18 (H. R. 3190, 8oth Cong., ist Sess. §3231), a change of merely formal import if, as is assumed, that Title will be first enacted. The present clause for civil cases (see 28 U. S. C. §41() (194o) ) is made a separate section (S 1345) with only verbal changes, including proper reservation of the situations where a special statute has decreed a forum other than the district court.
regard to remedies against the Government, though it incorporates in Title 28 some provisions drawn from other tides dealing with the special courts. 12 Consent to suit against the United States would be maintained in cases where it now is granted." There would be no change in present methods of reviewing action of administrative agencies where the special statutes have defined them. 4 In other situations, the uncertainties and difficulties that beset the remedies against federal officialdom would be unaffected if the bill were law. One would not urge that this bill is the proper setting for a general revision of the remedies against the Government. There are, however, aspects of the problem that are directly raised by Title 28 and should, it seems to me, receive attention here.
i. Neither the present statute nor the draft vests in the district courts a general authority in actions against agencies or officers of the United States based on a claim of illegality in conduct under color of their office. Apart from situations where a method of judicial review is particularly prescribed by statute, the only grant of jurisdiction that includes such cases is that in matters "arising under" the Constitution or the laws'
This mode of treatment introduces limitations, such as jurisdictional amount and the rule that federal questions must appear without anticipation of defenses, 16 that have no place in actions against federal officials, which are necessarily of federal concern. Where the relief demanded is injunctive, a defect of federal authority may mean a total lapse of jurisdiction, for it is still doubtful whether state courts are empowered to restrain the action of a federal official taken under color of federal law.'
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The draft gives some attention to the issue in providing that all actions or prosecutions in state courts against "any officer of the United States or any agency thereof, or person acting under him, for any act under color of such office or on account of any right, title or authority claimed under any Act of Congress for the apprehension or punishment of criminals or the collection of the revenue" may be 489 (1943) , would, however, be abolished by an amendment made upon the passage of the bill in the House ( §1294) providing that judgments of the Tax Court shall be reviewable in the circuit courts of appeals "in the same manner and to the same extent as decisions of the district courts in cases tried without a jury." 93 Cong. Rec. 8550 (July 7, 1947 removed by the defendants to the district court.' s This is a proper extension of the removal now allowed to a small -number of officials'" whose cases stand upon no different ground than others. Taken alone, it helps to meet the problem from the point of view of the official who may remove in any proper case. But it does not meet the problem of the plaintiff who both before and after the removal must establish, to maintain the action, that there was a jurisdiction in the state court.
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The solution is to vest a jurisdiction in this type of case in district courts without regard to other factors. With this change made, the bill might well go further and resolve the mooted question on injunctions by providing that relief of this variety may be decreed against a federal officer only by the federal courts. It should be added that in no case should state law provide the measure o the liability of federal officials acting under honest color of their office-unless the feder~i law itself submits their conduct to the governance of state authority as often is the case. What remedies should be accorded against federal action is, it seems to me, a problem for the federal law and, in the silence of the Congress, a law determined by the federal courts. This, as I suggest hereafter, is an aspect of a larger probleni that should be dealt with in the draft. law. The venue is the district of the residence of the defendants. 22 It is there or in that state that process must be served. 2 3 There is uncertainty as to the parties in the official hierarchy who must be made defendants. 24 The suit will fail if the defendants who are indispensable cannot all be sued in the same district. 2 5
These problems should be met. Where there is substantive basis for a suit against an agency or officer of the United States in relation to official conduct, "0H. R. 32X4, §1442(a)(I). The second dause quoted in the text seems unhappily redundant in view of the generality of the first. Officers of the courts and of Congress are the subject of separate provisions in §I442(a)(3) and (4). A "property holder whose title is derived from any such Ifederal] officer, where such action or prosecution affects the validity of any law of the United States" may remove under §1442(a)(2).
There seems scant justification for the preservation in §1442(b) of Judicial Code §34, 28 U. S. C. §77 (194o action should lie in any district where the conduct has its impact and the process of that court should run to all defendants, wherever they are found. The parties will then present no problem, for there will be no difficulty in combining both the head of the department and the subordinates, if any, who are immediately involved. There is sufficient precedent for such procedure under special statutes 2 The principle should be accorded general scope." The defense in cases of this kind is always made through the official channels and is not hampered by the choice of venue. If the location of the trial should pose a problem to the Government, as if it would remove an officer of some importance from the scene where he performs his duties, the draft now gives the right solution in permitting venue to be changed.
A shift to other districts of actions now brought only in the District of Columbia should not, of course, produce a change in the nature or extent of remedies available. There are, however, instances where the territorial authority of the district court within the capital may be broader than the powers of a district court within a state.2 The differences should be eliminated by providing that all district courts have the authority to grant all remedies against federal officials appropriate to the judicial power, in accordance with the principles of law. 30 Needless to say, no territorial prop is needed to sustain the federal authority to redress excesses of national officers acting under national law.
3. The defense of sovereign immunity, so commonly adduced in actions against Government officials founded on allegedly illegal conduct, should be reconsidered by the Congress with a view to limitation of its scope. Such limitation has, indeed, been the progressive consequence of decisions of the Supreme Court, which recently has stated the criterion as whether "the judgment sought would expend itself on the public treasury or domain, or interfere with the public administration."'" This "' It should also be applied to petitions for habeas corpus which now become moot if there is a change in the subordinate custodian, as when the petitioner is moved out of the district. The consequence of this development has been to destroy the plan of §24 to picture all the bases these particular provisions, the district courts have jurisdiction generally in civil cases where the "matter in controversy" involves $3ooo and "arises under" the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States." To some extent the jurisdiction is exclusive, as in bankruptcy proceedings, cases under patent and copyright laws, and admiralty." 7 More usually, and wherever federal authority rests upon the general grant of jurisdiction, it is concurrent with that of state courts. Within this area, however, choice of federal forum is not confined to plaintiffs. Though the complainant has elected to assert his federal right in state proceedings, the defendant may, with some exceptions specially made by Congress, remove the case into the district court?' The measure of his right to do so, except in special cases against federal officials 9 or dealt with by the Civil Rights Laws, 40 is whether on the plaintiff's statement of his case he might have brought the suit originally in the federal courts. 4 1 The revision reproduces this familiar system with small changes to be noted. There are, however, problems here that call for reconsideration.
i. It is unfortunate that, since the Act of 1875, the statute has adopted as a test of jurisdiction in the lower courts the very language that the Constitution gives to measure the authority of Congress to vest such jurisdiction in a federal court: cases "arising under" the Constitution, laws, and treaties. The constitutional clause has properly been given broad construction. The power of the Congress to confer the federal judicial power must extend, as Marshall held, 42 to every case that might involve an issue under federal law. It should extend, I think, beyond this to all cases in which Congress has authority to make the rule to govern disposition of the controversy but is content instead to let the states provide the rule so long as jurisdiction to enforce it has been vested in a federal court. Where, for example, Congress by the commerce power can declare as federal law that contracts of a given kind are valid and enforceable, 4 3 it must be free to take the lesser step of drawing of the jurisdiction and distinguish between cases where the jurisdictional amount is necessary and those where it is not. The bill does not avoid the difficulty by breaking §24 into separate sections, but there is no solution short of re-working all the special statutes along with Tite 28.
The revision (1352) adds to the particular grants of jurisdiction cognizance of "any action on a bond executed under any law of the United States." ' H. R. 3214 abandons the device of a separate section defining the exclusive jurisdiction (Judicial Code §256, .8 U. S. C. §371 (940)) in favor of a separate statement in each instance where the grant of jurisdiction is so intended. See § §1333 (admiralty), 1334 (bankruptcy), 1338 (patent and copyright), 1351 (consuls and vice-consuls as defendants), 1355 (fine, penalty, or forfeiture), 1356 (seizures). The qualification of exclusiveness in admiralty, "saving to suitors in all cases the right of a common-law remedy where the common law is competent to give it" (Judicial Code, §24(3), 28 U. S. C. §41(3) (194o)), is changed to "any other remedy to which he is otherwise entitled." For an indication of the problems in this reservation, which are unaffected by the change, see Comment, The Tangled Seine: A Survey of Martime Personal Injury Cases, 57 YALE L. J. 243 (1947 suits upon such contracts to the district courts without displacement of the states as sources of the operative, substantive law. 'A grant of jurisdiction is, in short, one mode by which the Congress may assert its regulatory powers. A case is one "arising under" federal law within the sense of Article III whenever it is comprehended in a valid grant of jurisdiction as well as when its disposition must be governed by the national law.
Needless to say, Congress has not meant to grant the district courts a general jurisdiction in every case involving the jurisdictional amount in which it could confer judicial power under any of its sources of authority. That would have brought to federal adjudication all cases in the western states involving devolution of the public lands." There is hardly any limit to the cases it would draw today. The courts have been obliged, therefore, to draw a line between the power and the purpose of the Congress, even though their verbal measure is the same. Though the decisions are not free from vacillation, 4 " their essential purpose is to hold the meaning of the statute limited to cases where the plaintiff's cause of action, the rule of substance under which he claims the right to have a remedy, is the product of the federal law. 40 This seems quite plainly the correct solution and one that would be happily adopted by the statute. The general clause should not be cast in constitutional language. Its scope should be expressly limited to cases where the plaintiff's claim for relief is founded on the Constitution, laws, or treaties. This change would have the added virtue of dismissing the recurrent thought that jurisdiction should not hold, though the asserted right is federal, if the case does not involve construction of the law but only finding of the facts to which the law must be applied.
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The federal courts do not sit to give material for law review articles. Their business is the vindication of the rights conferred by federal law.
2. I have suggested that there should be no amount requirement in actions against federal officers. I submit, beyond this, that the amount in controversy has no place in judging the propriety of the original jurisdiction in any case involving rights asserted under federal law. This is not, of course, to say that federal claims may not receive sufficient vindication in the state tribunals, subject to review when it is granted by the Supreme Court. But whether there should be an initial federal forum turns on the calculus of risks and benefits to which I have alluded previously. The relevant considerations are such factors as the danger of hostility within the states to the particular federal affirmation, the need and value of a fairly specialized tribunal, the hardship to a party if his adversary can draw the litigation to what is often a remoter forum than the state court, the defects in state remedial systems "Chadbourn and Levin, supra note 45; Note, 40 ILL. L. REv. 387 (1947) .
that may impair the vindication of the federal right. Amount has far too little bearing on these factors to employ it anywhere within this area as a decisive test. 4 " So Congress has conceived in dispensing with the standard in many, if not most, cases arising under federal statutes. There is far less reason for its maintenance when rights are asserted under treaty or the Constitution. Yet these are the very cases where, apart from actions founded on the Civil Rights Laws, the general clause provides the only basis for the jurisdiction and the amount requirement holds.
That the elimination of amount would work no inundation of the district courts is plain enough from the statistics. Most of the cases where the jurisdiction rests on federal question and the national government is not party to the action arise under statutes which already have dispensed with the requirement, as Table I" shows. It is quite inconceivable that in fields now governed by the general grant of jurisdiction a flood of litigation involving less than the required amount waits impatiently at federal doors. But if reduction should be necessary in the number of federal cases, it should be accomplished by a standard more relevant than the amount in controversy to the desirability of initial federal adjudication. A survey of the federal statutory actions would speedily show those which can most prudently be relegated to enforcement in the state courts. 3. Of all the litigation in which federal rights are asserted, the states have largest interest in cases where the claim is that state action-legislative or administrativeviolates the federal Constitution or conflicts with national law. The tension that such cases formerly engendered" is largely reduced today by changes both in constitutional doctrine and in the principles that govern exercise of the original jurisdiction. The time is ripe, therefore, to frame a stable settlement. Its terms have been foreshadowed by developments in legislation and decision during recent years.
It will be helpful to recall the position when the controversy was at its height. A substantial claim of federal invalidity in action by state officials threatening "irreparable injury" gave basis for a suit for an injunction, arising under the Constitution. The jurisdiction attaching on that ground extended to "all the questions in the case."' Decision might be placed, therefore, on state law, such as interpretation of the statute or even a finding of its invalidity under the state constitution.
Indeed, to grant relief upon state grounds was deemed to be the preferable resolution, since it dispensed with an interpretation of the federal constitution 2 In this state of jurisdictional doctrine, improvident injunctions issued on both state and federal grounds. Objection that such suits were in effect against the state and barred by the Eleventh Amendment was rejected," as was also the companion point that state action violating the Fourteenth Amendment-the jurisdictional averment-could not be premised upon conduct claimed to be unauthorized by state law.5' Congress addressed itself to the problem in several stages. It struck early at the possible improvidence of single district judges by requiring three judges when the suit demanded a preliminary injunction restraining upon constitutional grounds the enforcement of state statutes or administrative orders; and it provided in such cases a direct appeal to the Supreme Court. It also stayed the hand of federal equity if See, e.g before the final hearing the state instituted suit for the enforcement of the statute or the order in its own courts and suspended its effectiveness until the final judgment." The next steps came more than two decades later. The Johnson Act in 3934S8 forbade injunctions restraining compliance with or the enforcement of administrative orders affecting "rates chargeable by a public utility" when (i) the basis of jurisdiction was diversity of citizenship or the constitutional invalidity of the order; (2) the order was made after .reasonable notice and hearing and did not intdrfere with interstate commerce; and (3) "a plain, speedy and efficient remedy" in law or equity might be had in the state courts. A less qualified enactmentW in 1937 barred federal suits to enjoin "the assessment, levy, or collection of any tax imposed by or pursuant to the laws of any State" upon the same condition, that a "plain, speedy and efficient" remedy was available within the state. These statutory developments are, of course, embodied in the pending bill."" The only change in substance is extension of the three-judge court requirement to suits for injunction in which the plaintiff does not ask preliminary reliefY 0 The courts have moved, however, well beyond the statutes. Initial decisions, addressed to the danger in such cases that relief might be erroneously granted on state grounds, employed the device of retaining jurisdiction to permit correction of the judgment if the state should subsequently hold the ground untenable. 0 0 In that event, the federal court would be obliged to reach the federal question; and the plaintiff would retain his judgment if his federal claim should be sustained. But federal decision on doubtful state grounds was no more attractive an alternative than the unnecessary adjudication of doubtful constitutional questions-unnecessary in the sense that the determination might be avoided or much simplified if state questions could be first decided by the authoritative judgment of state courts. Neither possibility could be viewed with satisfaction by judges sensitive to the unwisdom of unnecessary federal intrusion in state matters and aware that any federal claims surviving an examination of the issues by the state tribunals could be vindicated by the Supreme Court.
The result, of course, was the preailing doctrine of equitable abstention: when the plaintiff seeks a declaration that state action violates the federal Constitution, and the case involves preliminary or alternative state questions of some difficulty (as where interpretation of the statute is in doubt), and there is, finally, no bar to an effective remedy in state courts, the proper course is to remit the suitor to those courts. 0 ' To be sure, the federal court will normally retain its jurisdiction of the "Judicial Code §266, 2i8 U. S." C. §380 ( action, but this is hardly matter of significance. The plaintiff in the state proceeding will present his claims in full, both state and federal; if he fails within the state, his recourse on the federal issue will not be to return to the original federal jurisdiction but rather to obtain review in the Supreme Court. This modus operandi is now firmly based in the decisions. 2 The development described should be extended by the statute to deny original jurisdiction in all cases that present a claim of federal invalidity in state legislative or administrative action where, in the language of the present statutes, a "plain, speedy and efficient remedy" is available in the state courts. There is no reason to exempt from application of this principle the small residuum of cases to which present limitations may be held inapplicable, as where state law is not conceived to be uncertain or the constitutional issue is presented in an action that would formerly have been at law. The crucial point is one of general validity: it is that application of the federal authority to invalidate the action of a state is best accomplished when the issue finds its way to the Supreme Court after it has had examination in the state courts. This is, moreover, the kind of situation where review by the Supreme Court is neither doubtful nor unduly burdensome if there is substantial basis for the claim of invalidity; appeal will often lie of right," 2 and when it does not, certiorari will but rarely be denied; adverse findings on the facts will not, unless supported, defeat reversal for denial of a federal right. 1946) . Injunctions against proceedings' in state courts present an analogous problem." The bill ( §2;83) would restore the so-called "relitigation" exception to the prohibition of Judicial Code §265, 28 U. S. C. §379, existence of which was denied in 230 LAW AND CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS These observations call for qualification in one instance: the rights of action specially conferred by Congress in the Civil Rights LawsO 6 There Congress has declared the historic judgment that within this precious area, often calling for a trial by jury, there is to be no slightest risk of nullification by state process. The danger is unhappily not past. It would be moving in the wrong direction to reduce the jurisdiction in this field-not because the interest of the state is smaller in such cases, but because its interest is outweighed by other factors of the highest national concern. 7 Needless to say, to formulate the scope of the exception is no drafting problem; its measure is the rights of action given by the Civil Rights Laws. s 4. The doctrine that would bar original jurisdiction to invalidate state action when there is a "plain, speedy and efficient" remedy in state courts presupposes that the party who objects to jurisdiction will establish that the remedy obtains. 0 There is, however, one important case that should be governed by this principle where under present law and under the revision the burden is imposed the other way. This is the case of federal habeas corpus in so far as it is used to challenge upon federal grounds the validity of detention under criminal conviction in state courts.
The issue has, of course, been brought to prominence in recent years by decisions of the Supreme Court expanding the procedural requirements of due process in state criminal proceedings and holding that, to some extent at least, when such requirements have been denied a judgment cannot stand even on collateral attack. Since federal habeas corpus runs in any case of imprisonment "in violation of the Constitution or of a law or treaty of the United States,"" 0 the writ has been sought increasingly to challenge state convictions on such grounds. The Supreme Court has, however, held that principles of comity preclude this resort to original jurisdiction unless state remedies have been exhausted by the petitioner. Its doctrine is that a district court should entertain the petition where "resort to state court remedies has failed to afford a full and fair adjudication of the federal contention raised, either because the state affords no remedy . . . or because in the particular case the remedy afforded by state law proves in practice unavailable or seriously inadequate. ' 7' The application of the doctrine has produced much obvious procrastina- tion in the situation where state post-conViction remedies are shrouded in uncertainty, and countless theoretical contingencies remain to be resolved. 72 The draft has properly addressed itself to this and other 73 problems of the federal habeas corpus, but both its language 7 4 and the substitute" proposed by the Judicial Conference perpetuate the difficulty noted. It should be met by recognition that these cases do not warrant treatment different from that given others which invoke original jurisdiction to invalidate state action; the jurisdiction should be open not when it is plain that the state courts provide no remedy, but rather unless the availability of such a remedy is clear. 76 The consequence, we may be certain, will be rapid clarification of state remedies; for it is obviously to state advantage to channel re-examination of convictions through its own judicial processes, subject to review by the Supreme Court.
5. Attention has been called in the discussion of state-action cases to the scope of the original jurisdiction based on federal question, in so far as it includes companion claims to remedy founded solely on state law. The doctrine was, as has been noted, that jurisdiction vesting on the basis of the federal question extended to all questions in the case. The same issue also arose in actions under federal statutes in which the plaintiff claimed relief on state as well as federal grounds. A different rule developed here--especially in patent, trade-mark, and copyright cases-limiting the scope of jurisdiction in such statutory actions to the claim raised under federal law. A second petition after a prior determination is barred if it presents no "new grounds" ( §2244). A judicial certificate "setting forth the facts occurring at the trial" is rendered admissible in evidence ( §2245). Proof by affidavit is allowed in the discretion of the court, subject to a right to cross-examine by written interrogatories ( §2246).
Federal sentencing courts are authorized to hear on motion to vacate any grounds for collateral attack and resort to such motion is made a prerequisite to habeas corpus ( §2255).
These (1947) .
"' The draft ( §2254) is plainly in error in extending the rule to all persons in custody pursuant to "authority of a State officer." Cf. In re Neagle, 135 U. S. 1 (1890); In re Loney, 134 U. S. 372 (x89o); Wildenhus's Case, i20 U. S. x (1887).
"See Report, 92 L. Ed. 125, 134 (1947): "An application for writ of habeas corpus in behalf of a person in custody pursuant to the judgment of a state court shall not be granted unless it appears that the applicant has exhausted the remedies available in the courts of the state or that there is no adequate remedy available in such courts. . An applicant shall not be deemed to have exhausted the remedies available in the courts of the state, within the meaning of this section, if he has the right under law of the state to raise the question presented by any available procedure. The phrase 'no adequate remedy' as used in this section means the absence of state corrective process or the existence of exceptional circumstances rendering such process ineffective to protect the rights of the prisoner."
The Judicial Conference also proposed a far preferable alternative to §2244 relaxing the rigor of the finality rule proposed by the bill, while permitting denial of a petition presenting no new ground if "the judge or court is satisfied that the ends of justice will not be furthered by such inquiry. an action for infringement of a copyright accompanied by claims of unfair compe.-tition in the plagiarization of both the copyrighted document and another but uncopyrighted version of the same play. Decision held the jurisdiction not confined to the adjudication of the statutory claim but limited to state-created rights involved in the "same cause of action," a concept measured for this purpose by the element of unity provided by the copyrighted play. 79 Presumably, the cause-of-action doctrine with its test of substantial identity in operative facts would now apply to any type of case. It is, however, plain that application of the principle has been a source of constant difficulty and has led to close distinctions that seem hardly to have bearing either on the general values that should govern in the administration of justice or on the special value of avoiding federal intrusion in state spheres.
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The draft deals with the issue only in so far as it involves the conjunction with alleged infringement in the patent, copyright, and trade-mark cases of a claim of unfair competition, grounded necessarily s upon state law. It provides " thdit jurisdiction shall extend to unfair competition "when joined with a substantial and related claim" under the federal statutes. The notes of the Reviser imply that he has based'this formulation on the decision in Hum v. Oursler. It is quite plain, however, that'if the word "related" is accorded any portion of its normal meaning it will substantially expand the scope of jurisdiction. Many circumstances will suffice to show relation where the grievances would not be held to rest on operative facts sufficiently identical to keep the cause of action "single," within the purport of the present rule. It would be wiser if the bill attempted a more general solution and one that would have greater relevancy to the required separation of authority within the federal-state relationship. There is a vice in federal adjudication on state grounds inhering in the fact that federal courts are not the authorized expositors of state law; there is no mechanism by which their errors in such matters can be corrected on appeal by state courts. "FD..R. CIv. P., x8, 20. .P' Needless to say, the vice is greatest when, as in patent and copyright .cases, the federal jurisdiction is exclusive with respect to the federal claim; the plaintiff cannot avoid fragmentation by resort to the for these evils. The balance is achieved if jurisdiction is extended generally to claims that under joinder rules may be asserted in a single action, subject to discretion in the court to dismiss without prejudice claims resting upon state law. When uncertainty obtains as to prevailing local doctrine, when that doctrine is enmeshed in clashing policies that render any legal formulation an intrinsically changing concept, the discretion would be exercised to limit federal adjudication to the federal grounds. When, on the coitrary, the issue turns on principles well settled by the state, the federal courts can safely undertake the full adjudication of the case. This is the very plan adopted by the draft in dealing with removal from state courts0 5 It should be given general application in measuring the scope of the original jurisdiction based on federal question. Provision might be made to toll statutes of limitation while the claim is pending in the federal court.
6. The bill'retains the rule of present law that a defendant may remove a case in a state court founded on a federal "claim or right"-provided it is one "of which the district courts have original jurisdiction. ' .. The rule has quite anomalous implications. Though the plaintiff who puts forth the federal claim is content to seek its vindication in the state tribunals, the defendant may insist upon an initial federal forum. When, on the other hand, the plaintiff's reliance is on state law and the defendant claims a federal defense, neither party may remove 87 --except, of course, the special case, to which attention has been called, of actions against federal officials. Nor is there either original jurisdiction or removal'where, both the initial claim and the defense rest on state law but the plaintiff contends that the defense put forth is nullified by federal law. 8 It would, it seems to me, be far more logical to shape the rule precisely in reverse, granting removal to defendants when they claim'a federal defense against the plaintiff's state-created claim and to the plaintiff when, as the issues have developed, he relies by way of replication on assertion of a federal right. The need is to state court. Ci. Clark, J., in Musher Foundation v. Alba Trading Co., 127 F. 2d 9, xx (C. C. A. 2d 1942): "If the roast must be reserved ex.lusively for the federal bench, it is anomalous to send the gravy across the street to the state court house."
8" §1441(c): "Whenever a separate and independent claim or cause of action, which would be' removable if sued upon alone, is joined with one or more otherwise non-removable claims or causes of action, the entire case may be removed and the district court may determine all issues therein, or, in its discretion, may remand all matters not otherwise within its original jurisdiction."
This provision is not limited to diversity cases, though apparently drafted 'with them in mind. See Reviser's notes, pp. A-x33-134. It has the result, novel in federal question cases generally, -of conferring a broader jurisdiction on removal than when action is instituted in the district court.
" § 1441(a), Judicial Code §28, 28 U. S. C. §7I (6940). The consequence of the formulation is that the complaint must show that the action arises finder federal law. Tennessee v. Union & Planters' Bank, 152 U. S. 454 (1894). In so far as removal has been specially forbidden by Congress (e.g., §1445) the bill-would work no change. Removal procedure would be happily sisiplified ( § §M446-1450). remember that the reason for providing the initial federal forum is the fear that state courts will view the federal right ungenerously. That reason is quite plainly absent in the only situation where, apart from federal officers, removal now obtains: the case where the defendant may remove because the plaintiff's case is federal. 9 If in any case the reason can be present, it is only in the situations where removal is denied. The statute ought to be reshaped in terms of a consistent theory that permits removal by the party who puts forth the federal right, or else removal should be dropped entirely in cases where the jurisdiction is based on federal question. To drop it seems to me the better course, for reasons indicated in the discussion of the state-action cases. When the defendant claims a federal defense to an asserted right founded on state law, his assertion is, in substance, that there is pro tanto invalidity in the demanded application of that law. The same is true when federal grounds are first advanced to push aside a state defense to a state cause of action. In both these situations, therefore, the matter should be viewed in terms of principles appropriate to state-action cases. And since there is no doubt in either case of adequacy of state remedy, the statute should confine the litigation to state courts. No one would urge that criminal cases in state courts should be removable generally because a federal defense is interposed. The reason holds for civil litigation too. There is no need for the original jurisdiction when litigants rely on federal rights to furnish them a shield but not a sword.
What has been said is not intended to refer to actions against federal officers founded on official conduct. Such cases are, as has been said, of special federal interest because they constitute, in substance, suits against the national Government. The bill correctly deals with them in separate sections, providing a removal on that groundY°I V DxvER s-y oF CITIZENSHIP A substantial segment 9 ' of the business of the district courts in cases where the 89It is not surprising therefore that the number of removals on this ground is always very small, only 87 cases in fiscal 1947. See ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF TnE AD.MINISTATIVE'OFPICE OF THE UNITEn STATES CoTsTS, Table C The war-time years reflect both the decline in private litigation and the great volume of OPA cases. The proportion of diversity cases is, of course, much higher if government litigation is eliminated from the total of civil cases. See, e.g., the table in Part I, supra. Rough estimates of the Administrative Office showed 29 per cent of all trial days devoted to diversity cases in fiscal 1942, 29 per cent in fiscal Federal Government is not a party derives from the jurisdiction in controversies between citizens of different states. This and the companion case where the authority is based on citizenship and alienage pose the deepest issue of the uses of the federal courts. In these instances the jurisdiction is employed not to vindicate rights grounded in the national authority but solely to administer state law. Withdrawal of these cases from the state judicial processes involves, therefore, a patent violation of the principle so strongly urged originally to justify the federal judicial power: that judicial authority must be coextensive with the legislative.f 2 The state judicial power is less extensive than its legislative when a portion of the task of state administration is assumed by federal courts whose judgments are not subject to a state review. The problem is, therefore, whether this exceptional judicial undertaking rests on some present, valid, federal purpose. If not, it is a function that should plainly be surrendered to the states0 3
The nature of the cases in which diversity brings federal adjudication is suggested with some clarity in Table 2 , drawn from the reports of the Director of the Administrative OfficeY 4 It would be difficult to think of litigation posing problems more intrinsically local than pictured by this data.
Those who defend the jurisdiction point, of course, to the original fear of prejudice against the litigant from out of state 95 and argue that the danger is not gone today. 6 I share the view that this provides an insufficient answer, that when this sentiment exists and works unfairness, the protection must be found, as in the case of other prejudices threatening administration of state justice, in state appellate processes-including, when due process is denied, review by the Supreme Court. 8 It is, indeed, a rather startling thought that this least troublesome of all the prejudices should be the basis of a special federal forum which none of the hostilities that flow from faction, interest, race, or creed is deemed sufficient to provide. But even if the prejudice hypothesis is thought to warrant federal intervention, it is quite plain that the diversity jurisdiction is not defined in terms that are responsive to the theory.
The jurisdiction holds though neither party is a resident of the state in which the action has been brought. 99 It holds upon removal based on "separable controversy," though when the case is taken as a whole citizens of the same state are on both sides?'0 It is not limited to cases tried by jufy. A bona fide foreign domicile will " T The total given for these years includes torts. 9 See, e.g., Judge Denman's testimony on behalf of twenty-four circuit and district judges of the Ninth Circuit in support of S. 466, 7 9th Cong., ist Sess., to abolish diversity jurisdiction except for removal by a non-resident defendant in a state court action upon a showing that "from prejudice or local influence he will not be able to obtain justice in such State court. RaV. 794, 797798 (1936) : "Since under the 'separable controversy' statute the whole suit is removed to the federal court, the inquiry as to whether the citizen against whom relief is prayed is a necessary party to the adjudication of the controversy urged to be separable is really an academic one based upon the unreal premise that in case of removal some of the original parties to the suit would not be before the federal court."
give an individual foreign citizenship'.. whatever is in fact his contact with the state of litigation or his standing at its bar. Jurisdiction once attaching will survive though the parties have become united in their citizenship.
0 2 A few selected litigants with diverse citizenship will suffice for the determination of class suits 10 3
in which the major interests may be centered in one state. By the only outright legal fiction of importance that survives in modern jurisprudence, all the stockholders of any corporation are conclusively presumed to be citizens of the state of incorporation, with the result that a diversity exists when the corporation litigates with a resident of any other state, including, by the same token, a corporation organized under its laws.' 0 4 If North Carolina residents operate a North Carolina business through a corporation organized in Delaware, all their controversies with their fellow North Carolinians may be litigated in the federal forum, provided only that they involve the jurisdictional amount. The corporate anomaly is, of course, judicially created' 0 5 and may yet yield to an attack in the Supreme Court.' 0 6 Statistical analysis suggests that correction of this ancient and "malignant' 0° error would reduce by 70 per cent the recent volume of diversity cases in the federal courts.' s Enough has been said to indicate the nature of the issues that demand consideration in this area. They have been given scant attention in the bill. It will increase the federal litigation on negotiable instruments by eliminating the provision' 0 9 requiring diversity between the plantiff's assignor and the defendant, though no assignment that is merely colorable will suffice to create jurisdiction." x0 Pursuant to the policy of the amendment passed in 1940,"' residents of the District of Columbia and the territories will be treated as citizens of states-an extension that involves a major constitutional issue that should soon be resolved by the Supreme Court. 1 12 A removal would continue to be sanctioned when only a portion of a case involves complete diversity, but there is improvement in the formulation of the rule that governs in such cases and substantial gain in vesting in the district court discretion to remand the separable issues as to which diversity is incomplete." 3 In so far as venue rules now limit invocation of original jurisdiction, though not removal,' 14 to cases where the plaintiff can effect service of process in the state of his or the defendant's residence," 5 a major change lurks in the draft. When venue is laid in a wrong "division or district" it is provided that the court "shall" transfer the case "to any district or division in which it could have been brought.""" If this means what it says, a plaintiff need only file in any district where the process can be served and sit back to await the transfer of the cause. The result, if it is thought to be desirable, 17 would be achieved more satisfactorily by permitting process to run to any district but adhering to the rule that improper venue is cause for dismissal unless the point is waived." 8 These are, however, small details in contrast to the program that is called for in connection with diversity. What is needed is a total reconsideration of the jurisdiction, guided by the principle that federal judicial energy should be preserved for vindication of those interests which, because the Congress has considered them of national importance, have become the subject of the federal substantive law. Within that sphere and that alone, federal courts can function as creative agents, the authorized interpreters of Constitution, treaty, and statute, the acknowledged sources of that subordinate and interstitial legislation which must come in any system from the courts. In many ways the worst part of diversity jurisdiction is that it debases the judicial process, reducing federal judges to what Judge Frank has .. H. ". 3214, §14o6(a). Sub-section (b) provides: "Nothing in this chapter shall impair the jurisdiction of a district court of any matter involving a party who does not interpose timely and sufficient objection to the venue." But cf. §1693.
These provisions also apply to cases where diversity is not a ground of jurisdiction and the venue is generally only the district of the defendant's residence ( §1391(b)), subject, however, to a growing number of exceptions. See, e.g., 6o HAv. L. Rav. 5x73 (1947 called "ventriloquist's dummy to the courts of some particular state"s--because they lack the requisite authority to speak themselves. Erie v. Tompkins 2 . was a necessary corrective of an act of usurpation,' 1 but the federal system will be at its best when federal courts concern themselves primarily with federal law and there is smallest room within the range of their adjudication for the Erie doctrine to apply. Re-examination of diversity may show, of course, that there are areas within the litigation that it brings to federal tribunals that should be made the subject of substantive federal legislation to be enforced by district courts. This was what happened when reorganization under Section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act supplanted the old equity receivership. Who will deny that the development, with legislation on the substance of the issues, represented an improvement in the law? The interstate interests that normally support diversity jurisdiction because they see advantage in a federal forum are all engaged in interstate commerce; if they have need for federal protection, the Congress sits to hear their case. Taft-Hartley shows what happens when the case is deemed persuasive. The enforcement of collective-bargaining agreements has not only been committed to a federal forum; it has become a right conferred by federal law. There are, as Mr. Justice Jackson has observed,' 1 2 large fields of lawyer's law awaiting development by Congress under powers too long dormant, such as those conferred by the full faith and credit clause. Much that is now believed to be supported by diversity will in the end and far more reasonably be accomplished in this way.
There is, I think, a solid case for preservation of the jurisdiction in any instance where a concrete showing of state prejudice can be established.
There may be cases, too, where there is need for process that outruns state borders, as in the interpleader under present law.' 2 4 I do not argue that diversity should not be utilized C. A. 2d 1942) . This is not to say that the role can be any different in so far as Congress chooses to adopt state law. It is to say that Congress has no choice in so far as the only basis for its action is the jurisdictional fact of diversity, unaided by any substantive Congressional power. See note 8i supra. Whether substantive federal legislation indicates adoption of state law is, of course, an issue to be faced in terms of the language and policy of the particular enactment. Cf. Vanston Committee v. Green, 329 U. S. 156 (1946 
REV. 929 (1943).
LAW AND CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS to grant a federal forum on such principles. To do so is to premise federal intervention on a current finding of a state inadequacy. The problem is to limit intervention to the situations where it is in fact responsive to such need.
A program of this kind does not, it must be recognized, present solid political attraction. No major economic interest now feels outraged by diversity jurisdiction, as in the days when it was portion of the target in labor's fight against the federal injunction. And Erie v. Tompkins operates to keep down deep resentment founded on the overt nullification of state law.' 1 Support must come, therefore, from the disinterested sources, the judiciary and the bar-including the law members of the Congress--content to view the issue in its right dimension as a problem of the uses of the federal courts. Such support may be forthcoming at a time when there is widespread interest in the organization of the federal government and the surrender of unnecessary functions now in federal hands.
Short of this major operation on diversity, there are, it seems to me, two smaller steps that should be taken promptly. The first is to revive Attorney General Mitchell's bill, proposed by President Hoover, to treat a corporation as a citizen of any state in which it is engaged in business for purposes of measuring diversity in its controversies with the residents of such a state.. 2 0 This would remove the largest portion of the corporate anomaly. The second is to vest in district courts discretion to refuse adjudication whenever they find state law too uncertain to justify its application in a case that is not subject to the state appellate review. The Supreme Court has held against existence of discretion of this order, apart from cases covered by the special equitable doctrines, perceiving a compulsion to decision in the statutory grant of jurisdiction 2 7 The compulsion ought to be removed. If'federal courts are to engage in state administration, they should at least be free to abdicate the function when insufficient tools for its performance are at hand.'m V RuLEs OF DE cioN -The statutory mandate on state laws as rules of decision, ' 2 deriving from the first Judiciary Act, is limited in terms to "trials at common law." The bill would 
136-145 (1927).
The present bill ( §1391(c)) provides that a "corporation may be sued in any judicial district in which it is incorporated or licensed to do business or is doing business, and such judicial district shall be regarded as the residence of such corporation for venue purposes." The result reached in Neirbo Co. v. Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., 308 U. S. 165 (1939), where the corporation is defendant, will thus no longer be dependent on consent to suit recsuired by state law. More significantly, when the corporation is a plaintiff it will be able in diversity cases to" lay venue in any district in which it does business.
• Meredith v. Winter Haven, 320 U. S. 228 (1943).
a 'This would go far to meet the danger that state lower court doctrines, destined for extinction wheh the issue finally is faced on high, wO ll in the meantime be the basis of irrevocable adjudication in the district courts. "Sde -Clark, supra note 52r, at' 292. The utility of the principle in other fields is indi- properly extend it to all "civil actions,"' 3° for this is necessarily the situation. In so far as rights and dudes have not been created by the federal law they must, if they exist at all, derive their being from state sources. The question when creation of such rights or duties is committed to the action of the federal judiciary is unaffected by the pending measure, which retains the substance of the vital qualifying language: state laws govern only in the "cases where they apply," and "except where the constitution, treaties or statutes of the United States shall otherwise require or provide." Erie v. Tompkins focuses attention with progressive emphasis on the meaning of these qualifications. The judicial exploration of that aspect of the problem 131 now points the way to further clarifying legislation within a portion of the field. To a remarkable extent the federal substantive law defines powers without attention to resulting liabilities and prescribes rights and duties without also providing for their vindication or their breach. There is always room for question, therefore, whether Congress meant to relegate these matters to determination by the application of state legal systems or assumed, on the contrary, that the gloss would come from interstitial legislation of the federal courts, based upon their grant of jurisdiction. It seems plain now that the presumption is in favor of the federal judiciary in cases where the remedy invoked is equitable' 2 There may be more uncertainty where what is sought would formerly have been relief at lawN01 In neither case, however, should the answer be left merely to an implication; nor should the states provide the governing rule-unless the Congress has made clear in the particular area an intention to refer questions of remedies to state law' 4 There should, therefore, be a companion section to that dealing with state laws as rules of decision. It should provide that for enforcement of all federal rights and duties the federal courts are authorized to grant all remedies afforded by the principles of law, unless an Act of Congress otherwise requires or provides. This would eliminate all doubt that courts of the United States administer a wholly federal jurisprudence in so far as they are dealing with the remedial consequences of the federal law, except in concrete situations where the Congress has provided otherwise. Within this area of federal jurisprudence, federal decisional doctrine would, of course, be binding on state courts when they administer the national law. This seems to be the plain intendment of the recent Supreme Court decisionsY'" The LAw AND CONTEMPOARY PROBLEMS doubts that still appear to envelop the issue should, it seems to me, be set at rest.
With this step taken, Congress will be brought to further systematic consideration of the extent to which it wills to leave these issues to a purely judge-made resolution or prefers itself to lay down the resolving rule. Why, for example, should the Code prescribe statutes of limitation for suits against the United States' but none for other situations where the right involved is federal and no special rule of limitations has been prescribed? Why should the federal law be silent as to when a damage action lies against a federal official 137 and when honest error in reliance on authority constitutes a good defense?"" 8 Why should Taft-Hartley leave uncertain the extent to which state rules of contract law are relevant in the enforcement of collective-bargaining agreements in the federal courts? Needless to say, what is involved goes far beyond the issue as to remedies that I have meant to pose. It takes in all the lawyer's law that rarely is articulated but always is assumed when Congress legislates in any special field. To bring this all within the legislative process is a large assignment. But despite the monumental strides of recent years, the nation's law will not have lost its fragmentary quality until the mission is performed.
CONCLUSION
The revision of the Code embodies major progress. I have tried to show the measure of the problems that remain. It may be wiser not to jeopardize the passage of the present bill by raising any of these questions. That is a judgment to be made by those who know the legislative situation. I urge no more than that we recognize how much remains undone; and that we undertake to do it when we can. 
